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THE CAMBRIDGE JOURNAL OF LAW, POLITICS, AND ART

The Cambridge Journal of Law, Politics, and Art is recruiting. It is the UK’s leading student-run journal and has 
high standards. If you feel you have the interest and talent to join, we would be delighted to hear from you.

Please send a CV and a cover letter of no more than 500 words to editor@cjlpa.org by 23:59 on 16 February 

2022. We read and respond to applications on a rolling basis, so do apply soon to increase your chances. 
Candidates who pass this stage will be interviewed in February, online or in Cambridge.

Your cover letter should be addressed to the Editor, Alexander Kardos-Nyheim. Please include any information 
you consider relevant, as long as you touch on why you want to work with CJLPA in particular, and what you 
think you could do for it.

Please apply for one role only. Most roles are open to all, but we have indicated where we are only looking for 
Cambridge University students. Anyone on the team can also write for us.

Team roles

Writers Officer (three)

Open to all.

The Writers Officers look for exciting potential writers for CJLPA, and then contact them and liaise with them. 
The Writers Outreach team is already very active, but is looking for three more Writers Officers.

Business Officer (three)

Open to all.

The Business Officers will find companies and institutions to sponsor CJLPA and will liaise with them. They 
will also investigate other avenues and models for financing our work. The Business Officers will be vital for 
our survival and growth.

Head of Distribution

Open to all.

The Head of Distribution will design and implement an international distribution strategy for CJLPA’s online 
and print editions in 2022. The Head of Distribution must be proactive and commercially innovative. The role 
provides organisational and business experience of a level rarely seen by students.

Area Representative Coordinator

Open to all.

The Area Representative Coordinator will work with the Head of International Strategy to grow and oversee 
CJLPA’s global collaborative network. The Area Representative Coordinator must be sensitive to cultural 
difference, organised, and proactive. The role provides experience in developing a significant international 
academic network. 
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Social Media Coordinator

Open to all.

The Social Media Coordinator will work with the Head of Design and Online Strategy to expand CJLPA’s 
online presence. The Social Media Coordinator must be organised and proficient in mainstream social media. 
The role offers experience in social media strategy.

Events Officers (three)

Open to Cambridge University students only.

The Events Officers will make CJLPA an important part of Cambridge life, organising a rich calendar of academic 
and social events. One of them will also organise stimulating online events for an international audience. The 
Events Officers will be self-motivated, hard-working, and creative. They will have a lot of freedom in how to 
carry out their role.

Area Representatives (number TBC)

Open to all outside Cambridge.

If you find CJLPA exciting and think we could set up links with your university, city, or country, then you 
should apply to be an Area Representative. Our Area Representatives will promote CJLPA and its international 
second issue to students and experts near them.
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